Help Improve Travel in Los Banos!

**Pacheco Boulevard and Pioneer Road Complete Streets** is an exciting planning study to provide strategies for enhancing existing infrastructure and exploring potential new connections.

We heard from many community members during the 2nd community workshop held on February 4th, 2020.

The project team has incorporated community input to develop refined concepts for improvements to Pacheco Boulevard and Pioneer Road, as well as connections between Pacheco Boulevard and Pioneer Road.

**GOALS:**

- **Enhance Pacheco Boulevard** using strategies that create a more efficient, safe, and attractive street for people driving, walking and bicycling.

- **Explore** the potential for making **Pioneer Road** an attractive boulevard providing a new east-west connection for cars and trucks that would include safe, comfortable facilities for people walking and bicycling.

Check out our website to learn more about the project, view upcoming events, and sign up to receive project updates. [LosBanos2040.org/CompleteStreets](http://LosBanos2040.org/CompleteStreets)